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ABSTRACT
Learners have a wealth of online resources to help them teach
themselves new knowledge. However, not all resources are of
equal quality or appropriateness for a learner, given the par-
ticular set of prior knowledge they bring to the learning task.
Without a teacher, finding appropriate sources that shed light
on a topic, collectively or individually, is critical. We present
DocMatrix, an interface for viewing multiple documents in
parallel, with three key features: a grid of document viewers,
a common term sidebar, and enhanced tables of contents. It
is designed to let an interested learner view, filter, highlight,
and search many documents on a topic simultaneously. We
implemented the DocMatrix interface for Google Books, and
ran a user study of the prototype. The results of this study in-
dicate DocMatrix allowed users to find, read, and synthesize
more information than a traditional single-book interface.

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
Miscellaneous

INTRODUCTION
The internet has become a vast platform for just-in-time
learning. Learners can consume information from a variety
of online sources in order to synthesize new knowledge about
possibly complex domains, e.g., when they are considering
politician’s platforms during elections, when they are weigh-
ing different medical treatments, or studying a new techni-
cal domain in anticipation of a career move. Tutoring is
Bloom’s [2] gold standard learning environment, where the
teacher customizes their presentation of information to fit the
learner’s prior knowledge. But in many cases, learners have
no tutor. What can we build to help learners teach themselves
from a diversity of online sources of varying quality and ap-
propriateness for them?

Some people teach themselves by collecting a set of books on
a topic, spreading them out on a physical desktop, and read-
ing multiple texts in parallel. These learners may be trying
to simultaneously read broadly and in-depth on a topic, even
though these are contradictory goals; using text from multiple
sources to illuminate each other; or looking for explanations
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at the right level of granularity or appropriateness for them,
given their own prior knowledge and skills [24, 6]. When an
explanation is confusing in one text, the reader can quickly
switch to another presentation of the same topic, possibly
with a clearer presentation. With multiple texts instantly at
hand, a sophisticated reader can rapidly build up a deep, rich
understanding of a topic area.

We present DocMatrix, an interface design for supporting
self-teaching from multiple structured documents. When the
user enters a search query, DocMatrix returns a collection of
documents, i.e., books in Google Books, embedded into a
webpage in a grid so they can be viewed simultaneously in
parallel. A sidebar displays common terms, ordered from
most to least common, that occur across all the documents’
section titles in the collection. When the reader clicks a term
in this sidebar, DocMatrix filters and exposes the sections
within each document on that topic. We aim to make it easy
for readers to consume multiple explanations and viewpoints
on a common topic or idea. The name DocMatrix originally
just alluded to the rectangular array of embedded documents.
However, we believe now that it is an even more apt name,
because, like matrix decomposition, DocMatrix allows users
to break a large document corpus down into its component
parts that, in varying proportions, make up each document in
a collection.

We implemented a version of this design for books using the
Google Books API. In this instantiation, the books’ tables of
contents are the section titles. We ran a user study on nine
subjects and evaluated, quantitatively and qualitatively, how
the interface affected users’ reading behavior, compared to
a standard alternative. Subjects believed that with DocMa-
trix, they could more easily assess the usefulness of a book
and synthesize information across multiple sources. When
using DocMatrix, they interacted with more books and la-
beled more paragraphs, definitions, examples, and charts as
helpful.

The contributions of this paper are:

• A new user interface for reading structured documents in
parallel, with three key features: a grid of document view-
ers, a common term sidebar, and enhanced tables of con-
tents;
• A user study showing that DocMatrix allowed users to find,

read, and synthesize more information than a traditional
single-book interface.



Figure 1. The DocMatrix interface for Google Books displays a grid of embedded books returned by a query. Here, the first six of forty books in the
collection, retreived with the query algebra, are within the reader’s view.

RELATED WORK

Synthesizing Knowledge Across Sources and Modalities
The synthesis of understanding derived from multiple sources
is critical to journalism and humanities scholarship and in
technical fields, like mathematics.

Humanities Scholarship and Journalistic Analysis Wineb-
urg [24] shows how students of history come to their under-
standing of complex events. One important behavior is the
students’ use of multiple simultaneous documents to under-
stand context. Wineburg finds that “. . . context is everything
. . . who wrote something; what their political view is; what
the situation in the world is at that moment . . . you need to
see the situation from many points-of-view . . . ”

Software has recently been built to help scholars and journal-
ists analyze and synthesize knowledge across sources. For ex-
ample, the AP’s Overview Project is an example of software
designed to help journalists analyze thousands of documents.
Similarly, WordSeer [12] allows scholars in the humanities to
make sense of a corpus of relevant texts by providing the abil-
ity to look at multiple sources and do textual analysis of the
content. Crowdlines [10] employed crowd-sourcing to help
people learn and synthesize information from diverse online
sources. Since humans are skilled at evaluating high-level
structure and making connections between sources, crowd-
workers created outlines for important topics that included
diverse perspectives from multiple document sources.

Shahaf et al. [16] created algorithms for “information car-
tography,” algorithmically sub-sampling large collections of
documents on a common topic and laying them out as a 2-D
map of interrelated documents for users to explore and read.
This technique has been applied to scholarly publications and

news articles on complex current events, such as the European
debt crisis or the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. These domains
contain interrelated parallel story-lines that evolve and inter-
sect over time, and are represented as such in the resulting
Metro Maps of information.

Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) The
simple question, “What machine learning books are accessi-
ble and appropriate for my high school-aged daughter?” re-
cently kicked off a very lively discussion on a corporate engi-
neering mailing list. It is a question that humans with a model
of the learner, e.g., high school student, and the subject mat-
ter, e.g., machine learning, can answer well. Jardine [7] gen-
erated reading lists specifically for novices hoping to become
experts in a particular area, using a personalized pagerank
function and Latent Topic Models.

Educational psychologists have found that multiple explana-
tions within and across multiple modalities can help students
learn mathematical problem solving. Both Tabachneck et al.
[19] and Cox and Brna [4] found that students fared better at
problem solving when using multiple strategies and/or rep-
resentations, such as diagrams, written algebra, tables, and
natural language. Ainsworth points out that giving students
an opportunity to consider different representations may help
them overcome the weaknesses of any particular representa-
tion.

This is also supported by authors of Metacademy.com, a pop-
ular online resource for teaching yourself machine learning:
“A good general piece of advice is to consult multiple re-
sources. Different textbooks or courses will explain some-
thing from a different perspective . . . [O]ften when reading
one, you get an aha! moment for something which didn’t
make sense in the other. Unfortunately, this option might not



be practical unless you have access to a university library.”
[11]

Library-Inspired Software Software has also been devel-
oped to support book users more generally. The display of
physical books on a library shelf according to the Dewey Dec-
imal system can serve, at the book shelf level, as a mechanism
for finding a set of topically related books to dig into fur-
ther. Virtual versions of this interaction, like Bohemian Book-
shelf [20] and the Harvard Library Innovation Lab’s Stack
View [8], use modern information visualization techniques
and metadata, such as patron usage, to help readers serendip-
itously find good resources that can be used in a collection
to help understand a complex topic. While analyses of how
people use physical books has suggested that multiple views
of texts could be useful for complex sensemaking work [14,
1], few studies of how such an interface could be built and
used have been conducted since then. Our work fills this gap
in the research.

Theories of Learning
Marton’s Variation Theory, as summarized by Suhonen et al.
[18], is defined by the dimensions of variation necessary to
fully communicate a concept to a student: contrast (“in order
to experience something, a person must experience something
else to compare it with”); generalization, or the ways some-
thing can vary without becoming something else; separation,
or looking at the variation only across specific features; and
fusion, where multiple critical aspects of the concept are var-
ied simultaneously. In other words, variation reveals which
aspects of a phenomenon are superficial/irrelevant and which
are innate/critical to its definition [9]. It is a framework that
now guides the design of some critical reading exercises [21]
and exercises for novice programmers [5].

User Interface Design
Tufte pioneered a layout technique called “small multi-
ples,” designed to help viewers make rapid decisions about
a wide array of items or variables: “Small multiple designs
. . . answer directly by visually enforcing . . . the differences
among objects, . . . the scope of alternatives.” We took inspi-
ration from both of these layouts when designing the flowing
grid layout for DocMatrix.

The common term sidebar was inspired by Hearst’s faceted
browsing [25]. But rather than display facets derived from
metadata about each document, we extracted the common
terms from a source closer to the content of the documents
themselves: the tables of contents. Clicking on any of the
terms in this list exposes the tables of contents, with relevant
chapter titles highlighted; the actual terms contained in the
tables of contents are the key to this ontological alignment.

Grokker is a document-clustering visualization system, with
small popup windows to read texts in parallel [17]. Unlike
DocMatrix, Grokker’s primary representation of a corpus of
documents is as clusters of dots, but the study design and
results are still relevant here. The task for Grokker read-
ers was to quickly browse a large document collection, and
then answer a set of questions to test their understanding. A
key finding of this study was that small details of document

viewability and the amount of time it took the participants to
access content dramatically affected how much they under-
stood about the domain. In other words, small changes in the
amount of time to switch between related documents was an
important variable.

[3] describes a case study of the Reflective Online Search-
ing System (ROSS), designed to help students learn how to
search and develop meta-cognition about searching. ROSS
allows students to search online and reflect on the variation in
information they come across. However, their interface does
not appear to explicitly align resources and put them side by
side, for easier skimming and comparison, like DocMatrix.

DESIGN GOALS
When a user is trying to teach themselves something using re-
sults from an online search or a search through a library’s col-
lection, they face several challenges. First and foremost, they
must find information that is at the appropriate level, given
their prior knowledge. For difficult topic areas like machine
learning, users may need to find multiple explanations and
figures, from different sources, in order to fully understand
an idea, as described by [11].

We hypothesize that readers will get the most benefit from
features that facilitate switching between and comparison
across texts, which enable both (1) finding the subset of re-
sources that are at a level appropriate for the user and (2)
finding multiple explanations for the same idea. We also hy-
pothesize that readers will find more helpful information with
DocMatrix, relative to a traditional online book browsing ex-
perience like Google Books.

Our design goals are to explore: (1) features that vastly im-
prove a reader’s ability to explore and exploit multiple books
and (2) how a tool with these features would change the
reader’s experience of teaching themselves.

THE DOCMATRIX UI
To fulfill our design goals, we built the DocMatrix inter-
face for Google Books. DocMatrix is a UI for a collection
of structured documents that supports simultaneous multiple-
document reading. In the context of Google Books, it’s not
simply a collection of individual e-book reader panels; it also
has an analysis system and search UI that spans the entire col-
lection of books. The grid interface is specifically intended to
promote multi-reading, rather than uni-reading, as a way to
enhance the reader’s search and discovery process. While it
allows for focused reading of one book, it dramatically low-
ered the cost of switching to reading another book’s treatment
of the same idea [15]. When readers switch across books eas-
ily, they may be more able to find information from different
points of view and at an appropriate level of sophistication,
given the reader’s prior knowledge. DocMatrix for Google
Books is comprised of: (1) a grid of embedded books, (2) a
sidebar of common terms derived from all the books’ tables of
contents, and (3) tables of contents for each book with click-
able chapter titles that open the book to that chapter and ex-
pose snippets from that chapter containing the query or term
of interest.



1. A Grid of Embedded Books Readers submit a query at
the top of the screen, as they might for any search engine.
As shown in Figure 1, the top forty most relevant books, as
ranked by Google, are embedded into the page, each in their
own viewer, in a three-column wide grid, offering a “small
multiples” style of display [22]. Each viewer pane allows
readers to scroll through, zoom in and out, and also perform
full-text searches on all the viewable pages of the book.

In the system’s initial state, two rows of books are within
view, with the rest of the collection just below, off the screen
but reachable by scrolling. The embedded books are readable
in place, without zooming in or switching contexts to a new
window, on both a 15” retina screen and a 30” LCD screen.
If the user wants to focus in on only one book, then they can
use either the viewers or the browser’s zoom function.

The book viewers’ size supports glanceability in addition to
readability. Viewers are initialized to show each book’s cover.
The user’s first impression is an array of large book covers,
with metadata, such as title, authors, publication date, and
general description or relevant snippet, shown beneath. Many
book covers are explicitly designed to communicate the au-
thor’s approach, perspective, or intended audience. The cover
design may also suggest a time period of publication. For ex-
ample, when a user searches for books on algebra, the first
edition of Euler and Lagrange’s Elements of Algebra shows
up as a smudgy scanned title page alongside a plain, clearly
dated, mono-chrome cover of a graduate algebra textbook
from 1974. Readers can easily pick up clues, at a glance,
about what the book offers.

2. Common Term Sidebar Beside the grid of embedded
books, DocMatrix displays a sidebar of common terms, or-
dered by frequency. To construct this sidebar, each book’s
table of contents is treated as a bag of tokens, stripped of stop-
words, and then combined with the token bags of all the other
tables of contents in the collection. The counts of each term
in the resulting bag determine their order in the sidebar and
are displayed in the sidebar next to their associated term.

Clicking a term in the sidebar (1) filters the collection down
to just books with that term within their chapter titles, (2) ap-
pends tables of contents below each book, and (3) highlights
all occurrences of the term within both the chapter titles and
the full text of each book. The resulting filtered set of books
are still shown in a 3-column layout, but once their tables
of contents are appended, the blocks of content representing
each book have potentially different heights. Rather than fit-
ting into a grid, they are allowed to take up as much vertical
space as they need and are laid out in a “Pinterest” style.

3. Enhanced Tables of Contents The tables of contents be-
neath each book behave like accordion menus, with chapter
titles as the top-level menu items. Clicking on a chapter title
(1) opens the corresponding book to the start of that chap-
ter and (2) exposes a submenu containing extracted snippets
from the chapter. A tally next to the chapter title indicates
how many snippets are in that submenu. This is illustrated in
Figure 2. If no sidebar term is selected, the snippets are all
mentions of the original query within the chapter. If a sidebar

Figure 2. Snapshot from a reader’s in-depth investigation of rings in
abstract algebra, using DocMatrix.

term is selected, the snippets are all mentions of the sidebar
term within the chapter. Clicking on a snippet also opens the
book to the page containing the snippet. Finding the snippet
within its page is relatively easy because all occurrences of
the sidebar term are highlighted.

The snippets and snippet counters for each chapter give read-
ers some X-ray vision into a chapter. Consider a reader who
clicks on the term rings within the common term sidebar. The
books are filtered down to just those books with chapter titles
that include the term rings. These filtered books’ tables of
contents are exposed, and chapter titles mentioning rings are
highlighted. There may be additional chapters that mention
rings relatively frequently, but do not happen to mention it in
the chapter title. Including the counts of snippets mention-
ing rings within each chapter allows the reader to see which
chapters actually discuss rings a great deal, regardless of title.

Alternative Designs
Between pilot sessions, we iteratively added and removed
features to the grid of embedded books. These features in-
cluded the drag-and-drop reordering of books, liking or star-
ring a book, hiding or removing a book, sorting books by
metadata, methods for curating a working set of books, and
popping books out into separate tabs. However, these features
only distracted readers from the intended behavior of reading
about a particular topic across multiple documents. The only
feature that supported this behavior explicitly was the sidebar
of common terms, which remains.

Example Domains
In Figures 1 and 2, we see snapshots of a reader interacting
with DocMatrix, using the query algebra. Figure 1 shows
the initial gestalt view of books, with prominent covers, and
Figure 2 shows a clip of the DocMatrix UI after the user has
delved deeper into a subtopic, rings. Figure 2 specifically



shows two books embedded side-by-side in the interface af-
ter the sidebar term rings has been clicked. Their tables of
contents are displayed. Chapters with rings in their titles
are highlighted. The reader has clicked on the first high-
lighted chapter in both books, exposing any extracted snip-
pets on rings within those chapters in plain text and open-
ing both books to the clicked chapters. Each author’s defi-
nition of rings is in view, for easy comparison. The reader
may find one definition clearer than another, given their prior
knowledge, or feel that the cumulative effect of the two def-
initions and accompanying explanations clarifies the idea of
rings more than any one explanation could do alone.

The query cancer changes the domain of books and the user’s
experience. The collection of 40 top books returned to Doc-
Matrix by the Google Books API includes a comprehensive
guide to cancer treatment by the Mayo Clinic, an exposé on
the ‘war on cancer,’ a doctor’s guide to avoiding cancer in the
first place, a well-known literary work centered around can-
cer, a textbook on cancer biology, and an astrology book that
mentions cancer as an astrological sign. The common term
sidebar reveals that the terms breast, treatment, and diagno-
sis are occur frequently in these books’ tables of contents.
By clicking on treatment in the sidebar, the books are filtered
down to just those containing chapters with ‘treatment’ in the
title, such as ‘Understand Your Conventional Treatment Op-
tions,’ ‘Treatment Side Effects,’ and ‘The Rational Treatment
of Cancer.’ With their tables of contents expanded and shared
term highlighted, the reader can focus on what facets of can-
cer research they wish to pursue, while simultaneously keep-
ing books with other foci just a click away.

STUDY DESIGN

Prompt Design
In our screener for participants, we screened for: (1) nearly
uniform unfamiliarity across all of the participants, (2) con-
sistent terminology across books, (3) depth or richness and
(4) not completely out of the intellectual reach of partici-
pants. Unfamiliarity is necessary because we want partici-
pants to teach themselves something they have not been ex-
posed to before. Consistent terminology allows subjects to
more easily look at explanations of the same concept across
books without having to build synonym models or entity res-
olution into the prototype. Subject depth is necessary so that
participants are engaged in their exploration of the subject for
the entirety of their session. While a more obscure subject in
history might satisfy (1), (3) and (4), it is unlikely to satisfy
(2)–consistent terminology across books. For that reason, we
only considered topics in STEM fields–science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics.

Abstract algebra fit all three of these criteria: (1) Few subjects
were familiar with any concepts from abstract algebra. (2)
The concepts have specific technical names that are consistent
across all books on the subject. (3) It has enough depth for an
entire course to be taught on the subject. (4) It is not necessar-
ily out of the intellectual reach of participants: while it is usu-
ally taught in college-level mathematics courses, it has also
been formally taught in high school mathematics classes by
teachers like Benjamin Sapolsky, as described by one of his

students, Martin Glassman (personal communication). We
believe, therefore, that it is approachable by non-math majors
in our pool of subjects, if they can use the interfaces given to
them to find the right books to read.

Prompt We designed the following prompt: “Explain some-
thing about rings, groups, and fields in algebra.” It references
three major concepts from abstract algebra. If one concept
is particularly confusing to the subject, they can move on to
another.

Procedure
Each subject participated in a 60-minute session that began
with a short, scripted 10-minute tutorial on how to use both
the DocMatrix and standard Google Books interfaces. This
prepared them for the 30-minute learning activity that fol-
lowed, where the participants would use one interface for 15-
minutes, then switch to the other interface style and continue
learning. The order of interfaces within the learning activity
was counterbalanced across subjects. Using both interfaces
for the same learning activity enabled subjects to make direct
comparisons in the (approximately 10-minute) post-study re-
flection survey that immediately followed.

During the session and post-study survey, DocMatrix was re-
ferred to as “Book-Grid” and Google Books was referred to as
“Book-List.” These terms were memorable and called out the
main visual differences, without biasing subjects by implying
that one was specifically engineered for helping readers learn.

For the learning activity, subjects were given the prompt de-
scribed in the previous section. We were effectively asking
them to teach themselves as much as they could about three
core concepts in abstract algebra in half an hour. To control
for subjects’ individual abilities to refine queries, we asked
that they only retrieve book results using the query algebra.
They were not allowed to consult other resources.

Subjects were asked to collect cropped screenshots of por-
tions of book pages that gave them an insight or clarified a
point (e.g., a formal definition of an idea, an illustrative ex-
ample, a context-giving short passage, or a chart) during the
learning activity. Subjects were trained in how to use a cor-
porate Chrome extension for this purpose during the tutorial.
Subjects saved cropped snapshots in nearly constant time that
was consistent across subjects. In descriptions that follow,
we will refer to this as ‘saving’ X, where X was the captured
portion of a page. An additional, unintended benefit of this
method is that it allows subjects to decisively indicate what
they found helpful, rather than putting the burden on the ex-
perimenter to infer an insight from verbal expressions like
“Oh . . . !”

Subjects were alternatively assigned to one starting interface
or another in the order that they arrived in the lab. Of the nine
subjects, four used the DocMatrix interface first and five ex-
perienced the Google Books interface first, switching to the
other interface at the halfway point of the learning session.
The session was conducted on a 30” screen (2560 x 1600 pix-
els), driven by a MacBook Pro, which maximized the size of
embedded books.



Control Interface
We chose Google Books as the control interface. The books
displayed in Google Books are the same books in the same
order as those displayed in DocMatrix. In the Google Books
interface, books are represented by a small thumbnail of the
book’s cover alongside its title, author, publication year, and
general description. Clicking on a title switches the user into
a new context: a viewer for that book alone. The viewer
shows a long scrollable set of pages. Unviewable pages are
collapsed into a thin bar that indicates the pages are outside
the publisher’s preview. The reader’s original query is high-
lighted in the viewer. In a thin banner, readers can click on
links to step through all the query occurrences within the full
text. They can also switch the view to a list of book page
snippets, ordered by either relevance or page number. The
user can search the book for new terms and phrases or click
on “About This Book” to see book metadata, related books,
selected page snapshots, the table of contents, common terms
and phrases, and popular passages.

Measurements
We measured seven kinds of behavioral data from each sub-
ject’s session. (1) Number of snapshots made: we opened
the notes of each subject for each interface and counted the
number of book snapshots were saved there. As per the in-
structions given, each saved snapshot represented a helpful
book portion that the student found in that book. (2) Ver-
bal discovery comments: we recorded the subjects talking
aloud to the experimenter while interacting with each in-
terface. Comments ranged from simply reading book para-
graphs aloud to verbal expressions indicating discovery, e.g.,
“Ah ha!,” to complaints and praises for specific interface fea-
tures. (3) Books that came into view, (4) how many books
were interacted with, (5) how many chapters the participant
read from, (6) how many full-text searches performed, and
(7) how often any term was clicked in the common term side-
bar. (For the measures 3-7 we recorded the screen and then
manually counted each behavior from the screen recording.)
These counts and transcriptions did not demand the kinds of
judgement calls that require multiple raters for confirmation.
Lastly, we analyzed subjects’ responses in a post-study re-
flection survey, which included both free response and Likert
scale questions.

RESULTS

Participants
We recruited nine subjects (5 women and 4 men), with a mean
age of 20.8 (σ = 1.3), from a large intern mailing list at a ma-
jor tech company. They collectively covered a range of math-
ematical comfort and knowledge. The majority of our sub-
jects were comfortable with the topic, having taken calculus,
linear algebra, and perhaps one or two additional classes on
statistics, discrete math, or differential equations. While the
sample size of 9 participants is small, our goal was to under-
stand reader behavior with this type of interface by watching
their behaviors and doing a qualitative analysis of their per-
formance. Since we are looking for behaviors that would hold
broadly, we felt the small sample size was justified [23].

Quantitative Results Regardless of which interface they
used first, every subject saved just as many or more (50%
on average) helpful book passages with DocMatrix as with
Google Books. This difference is significant by a paired t-test
(p = 0.016). The average number of saved helpful passages
with DocMatrix was 4.7 (σ=2.0) and, with Google Books,
only 3.2 (σ=1.3).

Two-thirds of the subjects (6 of 9) interacted with strictly
more books in the DocMatrix condition than those in the
Google Books list condition. The remaining three subjects
were exceptions, each in their own way. S5 did not under-
stand what the DocMatrix interface was doing and why, as re-
vealed in her post study reflections. She interacted with fewer
books in DocMatrix than Google Books. S9 used Google
Books’ features for discovering more relevant books better
than any other subject, i.e., by opening an individual book’s
‘About’ pages, then perusing the Related Books section. She
was also the only subject to look beyond the first page of ten
book results. She interacted with more books in the Google
Books condition. Finally, S6 was a math major who had al-
ready taken a class in abstract algebra. Regardless of what
books he opened, he could follow most of what he read. He
interacted with the same number of books in both of the in-
terfaces. Since S6 was sophisticated in the subject area, good
book choice mattered less for S6 than for people with less
background in the topic.

Both interfaces afford searching for terms within a particu-
lar book. DocMatrix, however, also allows readers to filter
and highlight a collection of books with a term from the com-
mon term sidebar. When limited to only searching within a
particular book (Google Books condition), subjects searched
an average of 7.7 (σ=3.8) times. In the DocMatrix con-
dition, the number of single-book searches dropped signif-
icantly (p < 0.001, paired t-test) to 1.3 (σ=1.7). Instead,
readers took advantage of the cross-book filter and highlight
mechanism, clicking terms in the common term sidebar an
average of 3.4 (σ=2.1) times in their 15-minute session with
the interface. These averages indicate that when subjects [us-
ing DocMatrix] had the ability to simultaneously filter and
search books for a term as well, they used it in addition to or
instead of full-text search within a particular book.

Orienteering Behavior In each interface, subjects needed to
hunt for information they could make sense of, and did so
often by moving from topic to topic across texts in an orien-
teering style [13]. S1 literally called it a “treasure hunt.” Re-
gardless of interface, every subject collected definitions for
one or more of the three terms in the prompt: ring, group, and
field. S9 started her learning session by announcing: “The
first thing I want to do is figure out the definitions of these
terms.” However, how subjects went about collecting their
insights from these books was significantly affected by the
interface they were using.

In the Google Books interface, all but one subject stayed on
the first page of search results. This first page of search results
shows the first ten of the top forty books retrieved for the same
query in DocMatrix. Some subjects were biased toward the
top results in that list. In this way, the spatial distribution of



books in the results list had a significant effect, favoring those
at the top of the list.

However, in DocMatrix, subjects clicked on sidebar terms in
order to filter those top 40 books down to the subset that
had chapter titles mentioning the selected term. Since that
subset of books was displayed with their tables of contents
highlighted to draw attention to all the chapters mentioning
the term, subjects, as a general rule, steered toward opening
books to the first highlighted chapter in each book they inter-
acted with.

S8 talked aloud about selecting books to interact with based
on where the highlighted chapters occurred within the tables
of contents of each book. S8 was betting that highlighted
chapters early within any book would be more approachable
than those occurring later in any other book.

Both S1 and S8 spoke about using textual cues to select chap-
ters to open in DocMatrix. S8 clicked on the sidebar term
groups, scanned the top 5 books in the resulting filtered
book set, and quickly saw a promising chapter title in the fifth
book, exclaiming, “‘Definitions and Examples of Groups’—
This looks great!” S1 responded to the chapter title “Groups,
first encounter” with the phrase, “You seem friendly!” She
clicked on the chapter to open the book to the chapter’s be-
ginning and simultaneously expose snippets from the chap-
ter’s full text to determine whether it was actually going to
help her.

Within the Google Books interface, the differences between
algebra textbooks were not as salient, textually. S8 com-
mented, “Most of the books are pretty much just called al-
gebra which makes it hard to know which would be the most
useful. I’m . . . seeing if they say ‘introduction,’ ‘first course,’
[or] ‘for undergrads.”’ S7 opened a book “because it says ‘a
concrete approach’ in the title. Maybe it will have examples.”
S6 looked at books’ descriptions, noting that while most were
for graduate students. He remarked that “an undergrad text
would be better, because you’re assumed to know nothing.”

There were two visual aspects of the books that subjects at-
tempted to use while orienteering their way to the informa-
tion they found helpful: book covers and book pages. In the
Google Books interface, books have only a small thumbnail
of a cover. Both S1 and S8 stated that they gleaned little in-
formation from this; the thumbnails were too visually similar
to help with the decision of which book to open next.

When S1 clicked on a particular book in Google Books, it
loaded in a new window, only to reveal that the book was old
enough to be a scanned copy rather than a publisher’s digital
version. The text was smudged. S1 immediately closed it,
dismissing it by saying, “This looks old. I don’t want this.
[laughs] It looks hard to read!” A different book in the dis-
played results was formatted well; it drew readers’ attention
to important points by, for example, putting definitions in col-
orful boxes. S8 expressed a preference for more recent books,
assuming that newer books are more readable through bet-
ter formatting, book image quality, and/or writing style. In
DocMatrix, books’ covers are much larger to begin with, and
readers can scroll within any book to see the formatting and

image quality without leaving the context of their book col-
lection. S5 specifically praised these large covers as one of
DocMatrix’s strengths.

In addition to visual, textual, and spatial cues, subjects used
search tools to identify good books. The browser-based
within-page search feature that subjects invoked using the
shortcut Ctrl+F was employed by subjects in both interface
conditions. S1 tried to search the first page of book results this
way, looking first for rings, then fields. Since no book’s meta-
data displayed in the Google Books results page specifically
mentioned either of these terms, there were no hits. It was
not, as S5 requested aloud, searching all the books’ full text
for hits on a term of interest. In DocMatrix, S1’s Ctrl+F for
a term of interest searched all the books’ tables of contents
and snippets of expanded chapters as well. DocMatrix’s be-
havior is closer to what S5 explicitly asked for than Google
Books’ and more likely to return a result.

Text densely populated with technical terms was impenetra-
ble to those not already familiar with the terminology. In
Google Books, most subjects reacted to impenetrable text by
abandoning the book and moving along to what appears to be
the next best option, based on metadata visible in the search
results page. In DocMatrix, subjects used the common term
sidebar to quickly find and switch to another book chapter
with more appropriate explanations, given the subject’s math-
ematical background. For example, S8 encountered a passage
that was riddled with unfamiliar jargon. She said aloud, “I’m
going to look at some of the other books and see if they ex-
plain it in less mathy ways.”

When subjects found a book they believed to be helpful, some
responded emphatically. S1 clicked on three sidebar terms
in rapid succession in the DocMatrix interface. After each
click, a different subset of books would appear, but one book
stayed in view the whole time. She realized that there must be
chapters on all three terms in that book, exclaiming, “Groups,
rings, fields, they’re all here . . . This book is love.”

Finding Relationships Between Concepts Many subjects
sought to go beyond definition gathering to grasping the rela-
tionships between rings, groups, and fields. At the end of the
half-hour learning session, S7 clicked open all the chapters on
fields he had recently looked at across several books, going
back and forth between them, obviously searching for some-
thing. When prompted to explain, he said, “I was looking for
a definition that would . . . tie together how rings, groups, and
fields were related.” While also using DocMatrix, S8 found
the introductory paragraphs of a particular book’s chapter on
groups to be worthy of saving, just for the context it provided:
“It talks about how [a group] relates to other things I’m learn-
ing about. I think it has the broad knowledge that I might
be able to look at this and look things up.” S1 saved the sen-
tence “To this day, matrix groups over finite fields are among
the most important classes of groups” because “it gives me a
lot of context as to the relationships between these concepts.”
One book explained the relationship between rings and fields
with a chart: rings were on one end and fields were at the
other, connected through intermediate boxes filled with more



specialized terms. Several subjects saved it, despite not un-
derstanding all the details.

Subjects followed several different strategies for finding de-
scriptions of these relationships in understandable terms. For
example, S4 appreciated the counts next to each term in the
common term sidebar; she felt that it suggested relationships
across terms with similar counts: “Knowing that group and
rings were similarly common made me think they might be
related.” She also tried clicking the sidebar term groups,
then using the within-book search function to look for ‘fields.’
While DocMatrix made it easy to search across books for a
single term, we did not observe any significant difference be-
tween DocMatrix and the Google Books interface’s support
for finding relationships between terms.

Switching Between Books Subjects appreciated the ease of
switching between books in DocMatrix. While using the
Google Books interface, S1 said, “It makes me crave [Doc-
Matrix]! . . . because I keep wanting to jump between books
but it’s not very easy to do that [in the Google Books inter-
face].” In the post-study reflection survey, S7 praised DocMa-
trix for “the ability to quickly switch between books without
having to navigate through a series of pages.”

Comparing Across Books With a collection of books at their
fingertips, each with their own unique presentation of the key
ideas in abstract algebra, eight out of nine subjects saved def-
initions for rings, groups, and fields from multiple sources.
S9 explained that “one of the things I like doing is just figur-
ing out different ways people will explain something.” While
using DocMatrix, S1, S8, and S9 explicitly weighed two defi-
nitions of a concept from two different books and, given some
internal set of their prior knowledge and preferences, decided
which one was better for them to save. S1 imagined going
further, if she had more time: “Using this technique [of col-
lecting snapshots], which I might start adopting, I’d probably
dump all the definitions of rings that I find useful, from mul-
tiple books onto one slide just so I can compare them. I have
two definitions right now, one which doesn’t make a lot of
sense to me and this one which just seems to make a little
more [sense] . . . Having them all in one place would probably
make it a little easier.”

Interface Features The most prominent feature that differ-
entiates DocMatrix from Google Books is the grid of books
whose full text is available within the page, just by scrolling
inside each book viewer. Five out of nine subjects praised
DocMatrix’s ability to show multiple books at once. S1
wrote, “Having everything all in one place was amazing.
Opening extra windows and switching between tabs is one of
the most annoying things about doing web searches for spe-
cific queries.” S9 observed, “I liked that I could see all of the
different books and their contents without having to explicitly
click on one book. I think this made it easier to scan books to
see if they were interesting enough to further look for more
information.”

There were some reservations about this feature, as well. S6
explicitly wrote that they did not appreciate how each book
they focused on was “still part of the overall landscape.” S8

also pointed out that having three columns of book viewers,
even on a large monitor, constrained the books themselves
to be “kind of small.” She felt it necessary to zoom in and
out frequently as they switched between books, and S9 did
not find the browser-based zoom interaction intuitive. S6 felt
“forced” to view multiple books simultaneously; he did not
learn or remember the browser-based method of focusing on
a single book within DocMatrix. S8’s praise for side-by-side
book viewing was tempered by feeling “a bit overwhelm[ed]”
by the volume of information in one page.

In the traditional Google Books interface, some subjects
found the simplicity of a single scrollable book in view both
a blessing and a curse. S4, S6, and S8 all expressed an ap-
preciation for seeing multiple pages of a single book in view
at once on the large 30” screen. It helped S7 focus. S5 and
S9 appreciated that the interface is externally consistent with
other online searching and reading experiences. The down-
side of this mono-book reading environment was the lack of
support for comparing content across books, which S1, S2,
S4, S5, and S9 all observed. S4: “[It was] hard to tell if
books were covering the same material or not. I had to open
each one to check.”

The continuous visibility of the table of contents for each
book supported reader’s orienteering. S4 explained how this
prominence set DocMatrix apart from Google Books: “I was
quickly able to see which chapters had those terms, and even
how far up in the table of contents it was. If ‘field’ was in
the first half of the table of contents, I thought it might be an
introductory chapter that would be helpful to check out.”

According to the talk-alouds of several subjects, the common
term sidebar fulfilled one of its intended purposes: making
it easy and quick to simultaneously access information from
multiple documents about a named concept. After first using
the Google Books interface, S4’s first click in the DocMatrix
interface was on groups in the common term sidebar. S4’s
second click was on the first highlighted chapter of the first
book in the new filtered set. With just those two clicks, she
was reading an introductory paragraph on rings. After sav-
ing that helpful paragraph, she said, “That was a lot easier
. . . just finding information about groups. It was a lot quicker
than I thought it would be.” S2, S3, and S7 all praised how
they could “quickly jump to different topics” by clicking on
sidebar terms. S1 clicked on rings in the sidebar, and when
all the books with all the chapters on rings were highlighted,
she saw that a book’s content was more relevant than she had
guessed: “Wow! Wow . . . [this book has] a lot more about
rings [than I expected] . . . I should have bet on you.” S2 be-
lieved that “being able to sift through multiple books of data
at once significantly improved research efficiency.” The com-
mon term sidebar was such a prominent feature that he forgot
about the small search box at the top of each book viewer.

The second intended purpose of the sidebar was to give a
composite table of contents for books retrieved by the reader’s
query. S1 explicitly mentioned this value of the sidebar in
their post-study reflection: “At a glance, you could tell what
books on the subject would be focusing on and what areas
you want to consider looking into first.”



Some conceptualized the sidebar as pre-processed query sug-
gestions, rather than a reflection of the terms common across
all books. Specifically, S6 called the terms in the common
term sidebar “sample queries,” and S4 remarked that DocMa-
trix made it “very easy to search for terms.”

In the post-study survey, six out of the nine subjects opted to
use DocMatrix instead of Google Books to teach themselves
something in the future. Subjects also responded to a battery
of Likert scale questions on a 7-point scale (1-strongly dis-
agree, 7-strongly agree):
1. Subjects most strongly felt that DocMatrix “helped me
bring together information from multiple sources and points
of view” (5.7, σ=1.2) more than Google Books (3.4, σ=1.3).
2. Subjects also strongly felt that DocMatrix made it “easy
for me to tell whether a book was useful or not” (4.8, σ=1.6)
compared to Google Books (2.7, σ=1.5).
3. There was a moderate difference in subjects’ perception
of their ability to find useful information with each interface
(DocMatrix: 5.7, σ=0.9; Google Books: 4.4, σ=1.0).
4. There was no difference in how subjects perceived their
ability to “find information at the appropriate level, given my
prior knowledge” or “learn what I set out to learn.”

DISCUSSION
DocMatrix is designed for readers to both explore a collection
of documents on a topic and exploit those most appropriate,
given the user’s goals and prior knowledge. The prototype
we studied, DocMatrix for Google Books, fulfilled this goal
in multiple ways: (1) providing the reader with perspective
about the common and uncommon terms in all the tables of
contents, (2) helping readers pick which books to actually
read by making the books’ full text and tables of contents
available directly on the page, and (3) reducing the cost of
reading about concepts and terms across multiple books. The
author-generated table of contents, i.e., a structured annota-
tion of the content, was the key to making this method work
for the books corpus.

The average subject using DocMatrix interacted with more
books and, as a result, found books that were more helpful to
them. This is evidenced by the increased number of helpful
book passages that subjects saved for their notes in the Doc-
Matrix condition. Using DocMatrix, subjects jumped right
into considering which chapters from which books to read.
In the traditional Google Books condition, subjects had lim-
ited information with which to pick a book to read, and then
it is more difficult to switch between books once that decision
is made. This is suppored by participants’ subjective evalua-
tions: using DocMatrix, subjects felt they could more easily
assess the books’ usefulness and synthesize knowledge across
books.

DocMatrix reduced the cost of switching between texts, so
users could more easily handle reading situations where the
text became impenetrable or unviewable. If a reader encoun-
tered a passage they could not understand or a publisher-
hidden page, they could open another book to the same topic
in one click. In other words, based on their behavioral data,
participants had less tunnel vision for only one resource when
using DocMatrix.

The common term sidebar in DocMatrix offered a qualita-
tively different kind of experience, i.e., search across a se-
lected collection. Rather than search within books one by
one, subjects clicked on terms in the sidebar to filter and high-
light all the books in the collection. This was followed, on
occasion, by traditional full-text searches within particularly
promising books.

Limitations
The common term sidebar currently only includes 1-grams
extracted from the documents’ tables of contents. This helped
readers find rings, groups, and fields in abstract algebra
books, but might break down when a reader wants to brush up
on the “Battle of the Bulge.” Future DocMatrix implementa-
tions can use more sophisticated entity retrieval techniques to
populate the sidebar.

The sidebar’s effectiveness also depends on the quality of the
tables of contents. Some books have very generic chapter ti-
tles, e.g., “Introduction” or “Related Work,” and some have
creative chapter titles that do not specifically mention key
ideas within them. As long as there are enough books, the
sidebar will reflect common ideas across books. However,
after the term in the sidebar is clicked, books with chapters
on a topic that do not mention it specifically in a chapter title
will get filtered out of view. This did not affect any of our
study subjects, but, in the future, one could imagine filtering
and highlighting books based on both chapter titles and chap-
ter content.

Future Work
Future work includes adapting DocMatrix for more sources
of structured documents, including Wikipedia, newspapers,
and captioned videos. As long as a document or video has (1)
section labels akin to a table of contents and (2) a viewer or
player that can be started at arbitrary points, the DocMatrix
design can be applied. Documents without structure could be
pre-processed to extract section titles.

The common term sidebar could also become more of a true
composite table of contents. Rather than ordering terms by
counts, they could reflect the average ordering of terms within
the tables of contents in the book collection. For example,
perhaps, in 95% of the books in the algebra collection, groups
appear before rings and rings appear before fields in the tables
of contents. Order matters to learners, since it may reflect
increasing complexity, prerequisites, and dependencies.

DocMatrix does not yet address the cognitive challenges of
jumping into an arbitrary section of a book. Future versions
of DocMatrix could help readers trace back through a whole
thread of terms and explanations mentioned in a document,
so they could read only the slice of the document that they
need to read.

Conclusions
DocMatrix is an interface for viewing multiple sources in par-
allel, with three key features: a grid of viewers, a common
term sidebar, and enhanced tables of contents. It enables an
interested learner to view, filter, highlight, and search many



documents on a topic simultaneously. When using the Doc-
Matrix interface for Google Books instead of a traditional
single-book interface, readers could find, read, and synthe-
size more information across multiple books.
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